
PRESS RELEASE - GRAND DESIGN WEEK

(Title) ARVIVID WILL BE SHOWCASING ARTWORK FROM OUR GLOBAL
COMMUNITY OF ARTISTS DURING THE GRAND DESIGN LIVE - LONDON

(Summary) ARVIVD.com, the online art & prints gallery representing artists from around the
world, will be exhibiting at the stand C7B during this edition of GRAND DESIGN WEEK,
introducing a carefully curated selection of artwork in different formats and sizes, to showcase
the artistic diversity of our online artist community.

(Body) ARVIVID’s art collection will travel to London, where contemporary art will meet the
interior design world at the ARVIVID stand, welcoming visitors with unique art prints, including
limited edition artwork.

The pieces represented during the fair will be a sample of ARVIVID’s diverse art portfolio, which
includes photography, painting, illustration and collage. All pieces can be customized in size
and mediums depending on the requirements of each decor project.

“ARVIVID’s mission is to seek to empower creativity from artists around the world, while offering
buyers and collectors art pieces that last for generations,” said Rebeca Kung, Founder of
ARVIVID.com. This can be achieved through fine-art giclée printing technology and premium
materials used for the artwork.

There will also be limited edition works by renowned Hong Kong artist John Wong, known for
his mastery of the “new ink” technique, blending traditional Chinese Calligraphy with Western
water-colour.

(Boliet plate) ABOUT ARVIVID

ARVIVID is an online art & prints gallery that connects creators, buyers, and communities
through art that positively impacts the world around them.

Combining art with interior design, ARVIVID helps create the perfect setting for both private and
public spaces - from homes and hotels to restaurants and cafés.

One of the main characteristics of ARVIVID is that it represents a unique and diverse portfolio.
Each piece tells a story and is presented with the creator behind it. All this added to the
premium quality production with exceptional finishes that adapt to different design
requirements.



ARVIVID also aims to impact the world through art, supporting NGOs in any of the following
categories: Equality and Diversity, Environment and Climate, Children and Education, Medicine
and Health.

Come say hello to the team at stand C7B… let’s have a coffee and talk art!
For more information, visit us at www.arvivid.com

http://www.arvivid.com

